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The Importance of Email List Growth for SMBs
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For a majority of small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs), email list growth is “very 
important” to the overall success of their marketing program. 

But how will SMBs overcome the new challenges to email list growth in the year ahead?

To find out, Ascend2 and Allegra fielded the Email List Growth Survey and completed 
interviews with 186 marketing, sales and business professionals from around the world. 

The data in this edition of the study titled Email List Growth from the Small and Medium-
sized Business Perspective represents the opinions of the 186 small and medium-sized 
businesses participating in the survey. We thank these busy professionals for sharing their 
insights with you.

This research has been produced for your use. Put it to work in your own marketing strategy 
planning and presentation materials. Clip the charts and write about them in your blog or 
post them on social media. Please share this research credited as published.
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The only things SMBs want more than an increase in email list size are more leads and conversions. 
Email is often used to accomplish two tasks; identify leads in a list and convert them to customers. 
Consequently, the larger the email list, the more likely it is to achieve more of both.

Most Important Email Marketing Objectives
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Improve social integration

Improve list
hygiene/accuracy

Improve brand loyalty

Improve email relevance

Increase open/click rates

Increase email list size

Improve lead generation

Increase conversion rates

What are the MOST IMPORTANT OBJECTIVES for your 
email marketing strategy in the year ahead?
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Email is a prevalent marketing 
channel. However, only 12% of 
SMBs rate their email marketing 
as “very successful” at achieving 
important objectives. The 
following charts represent 
strategies and practices used to 
achieve one very important 
objective; email list growth. 

Rating Email Marketing Success

Very 
successful 

12%

Somewhat 
successful 59%

Somewhat 
unsuccessful

21%

Very 
unsuccessful 8%

How do you RATE THE SUCCESS of your email 
marketing strategy to achieve important objectives?
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Two-thirds (65%) of small and medium-sized businesses consider email list growth “very 
important” to the overall success of their marketing program. Email list growth is “not important” 
to overall marketing success for only 3% of SMBs.

How Important is Email List Growth to SMBs?

Very important
65%

Somewhat 
important 32%

Not important
3%

How important is EMAIL LIST GROWTH to the overall 
success of your marketing program?

Email List Growth Survey, N=186 SMBs Ascend2 and Allegra, Published Jan 2015
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For many SMBs, achieving email list growth requires overcoming several challenging obstacles. 
These range from the lack of relevant and valued content, list growth expertise, an effective 
strategy and email list hygiene that results in more accurately targeted and productive campaigns.

Most Challenging Obstacles to Success
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Unsubscribe rate

SPAM regulatory compliance

Social audience conversion

Externally sourced list quality

Email list hygiene/accuracy

Strategy effectiveness

List growth expertise

Content relevance/value

What are the MOST CHALLENGING OBSTACLES to your
email list growth success?

Email List Growth Survey, N=186 SMBs Ascend2 and Allegra, Published Jan 2015
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Despite challenges, email lists are growing slowly for 59% of SMBs and growing rapidly for another 
13%. Email list size for the remaining 28% is not changing or worsening.

How is Email List Size Changing?

Email List Growth Survey, N=186 SMBs Ascend2 and Allegra, Published Jan 2015
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3%

Email list is
growing rapidly

Email list is
growing slowly

Email list size not
changing

Email list is
shrinking slowly

Email list is
shrinking rapidly

Which best describes how your EMAIL LIST SIZE is changing?
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Tied at the top of the most effective tactics used for email lists growth purposes is making 
relevant content available for downloading, and providing access to private, value-added 
sections of a website.

Most Effective List Growth Tactics Used

Email List Growth Survey, N=186 SMBs Ascend2 and Allegra, Published Jan 2015
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Call center/in-store email capture

Email forward-to-a-friend

Purchase process

Paid search campaigns

Upcoming events

Social media sharing

Website access

Content downloads

What are the MOST EFFECTIVE TACTICS you use for
email list growth purposes?
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For one company, a tactic like paid search campaigns that requires a specific set of skills may be 
perceived as difficult to execute due to the lack of in-house expertise. For another company with 
minimal marketing resources, a time-intensive tactic like social media sharing may rate as difficult.

Most Difficult List Growth Tactics to Execute
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Upcoming events

Website access

Call center/in-store email capture

Purchase process

Content downloads

Email forward-to-a-friend

Social media sharing

Paid search campaigns

What are the MOST DIFFICULT TACTICS to execute for 
email list growth purposes?
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Content downloads and website access are far more effective to use than they are difficult to 
execute. As opposed to paid search campaigns and email forward-to-a-friend which are far more 
difficult than they are effective for SMBs to use.

Tactical Effectiveness Versus Degree of Difficulty

Email List Growth Survey, N=186 SMBs Ascend2 and Allegra, Published Jan 2015
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Most effective tactics used versus most difficult tactics to execute

Most effective tactics Most difficult tactics



Number of Form Fields Used for Email List Growth
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Most email list growth tactics require a registration form to capture subscriber information. The 
number of fields in a form may vary, but the optimization principles remain the same: Fewer fields 
generate more, less qualified subscribers. More fields generate fewer, more qualified subscribers.

11%

61%

24%

4%

1 field
(email address only)

2 to 4 fields
(short form)

5 to 7 fields
(medium form)

8 or more fields
(long form)

What is the average NUMBER OF FIELDS you require on registration 
forms used for email list growth purposes?

Email List Growth Survey, N=186 SMBs Ascend2 and Allegra, Published Jan 2015
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While most (58%) of SMBs used 
in-house resources only to 
execute email list growth tactics, 
42% outsource all or part of 
email list growth to access 
specialized skills and expertise 
not available in-house, and to 
improve marketing program 
performance.

Resources Used to Execute Tactics

Email List Growth Survey, N=186 SMBs Ascend2 and Allegra, Published Jan 2015

Outsourced to a 
specialist 5%

Combination of 
outsourced and 

in-house 
resources 37%In-house 

resources only
58%

Which best describes the RESOURCES USED to 
execute email list growth tactics?



Survey Methodology and Demographics
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Ascend2 benchmarks the performance of 
popular digital marketing strategies and 
practices using a standardized questionnaire, 
research methodology and proprietary          
3-Minute Survey format. Findings are 
examined in a quantitative context by 
experienced analysts and reported 
objectively.

This survey was conducted online from a 
panel of more than 50,000 US and 
international marketing, sales and business 
professionals representing a range of 
demographic roles, channels and company 
sizes. The segment of survey responses used 
for this report are at right: 

Number of Employees

More than 500 0%

50 to 500 35%

Fewer than 50 65%

Your Role in the Company

CEO / COO / CMO / CSO etc. 37%

Marketing VP / Director / Manager 33%

Sales VP / Director / Manager 3%

Marketing or Sales Staff 16%

Other 11%

Primary Marketing/Sales Channel

B2B (Business-to-Business) 71%

B2C (Business-to-Consumer) 29%



About the Research Partners
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When today’s equation for powerful marketing communications involves print + digital + mobile, 
count on our experienced team to put YOU first. We’ll find solutions to help grow your company 
or organization by reaching your most important audiences through the right mix of channels. 
Whatever strategies you need – whether it’s print + mail, writing + design, Web + signs or an 
equation all your own – you have a local resource that can do it all with just one call. 
Allegra: Your single source for strategic communications with measurable results. 

Learn more or find a location nearest you at www.AllegraNetwork.com.

Research-Based Demand Generation for Marketing Solution Providers
Marketing software, data companies and agencies partner with Ascend2 to reliably generate 
demand and supplement marketing content. Our Research Partner Programs are transparent –
spotlighting your brand and the interests of your market. 

Learn more at www.Ascend2.com.
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For best practices and new ideas to help your business grow, talk to an Allegra professional about these other 
valuable resources. Just ask your local Allegra for a printed or digital copy; we’ll be happy to deliver it to you.

Looking for More Marketing Insights?


